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Surround yourself of
Genuine things,

Made by genuine people. 

Artisan Made

Hand Crafted

Supporting Women

Sustainable

Renewable

Chemical Free

Community based

Why Terra Natural  Designs?

When it comes to shopping for fashion accessories, there are always plenty of op-
tions; however, not every option is a good one in terms of the impact on society or 
the planet. It’s time you have a new choice—a better one—and we are so excited 
to share it with you: 

Say hello to Terra Natural Designs!

At Terra Natural Designs, our artisans are real people—indigenous South Ameri-
can women who are wholeheartedly devoted to their craft, creating the loveliest 
“joyas” and accessories just for you. When you buy the product you also support 
the greater cause of making an impactful shift towards sustainability and social 
change for business practices and a better world.

Our Vis ion

Each and every item is handmade by our artisans 
with 
sustainable materials… and tons of love. Terra Natu-
ral Designs is based on two important points:

 - What you wear doesn’t define who you are. It does, 
however, define how you express your self. What is it 
that you want to express?

 -“Sustainable” and “beautiful” are a very important 
parts of being  “contemporary”.

Sustainable, community-based, artisan-crafted

products should be the rule, not the exception.

Sustainability is no longer an option; it s a must.Our Phi losophy

Life is different when you surround yourself with genuine things. Your context, the 
choices you make, what you consume or trade, all have a tremendous effect on 
how you feel, which in turn affects the vibrations you put out into this world.

Thank you so much for joining us in making a more sustainable, 
conscientious and beautiful world,

Terra Natural Designs Team.



Terra has been an absolute pleasure to do busi-
ness with. They are consistently reaching out to 
us to find out what we as a store are in need of. 
They make sensible recommendations for season-
al assortments which takes the guess work out of 
ordering. I feel that their company and values are 
very similar if not the same as ours here at We-
gmans! I would recommend any store that has 
not brought in the Terra line to at least give your 
customers a chance to experience the Terra line!

-Marc E. Bauer, Wellness Coordinator. Rochester, 
NY

Terra has been a real success for us at our store 
because of the quality product offered in a vari-
ety of colors and styles that appeals to many cus-
tomers. The fact that the product is sustainable 
and ethically responsible is a great selling point to 
bring to our customers and sets it apart from oth-
er jewelry that we offer. Jesse and his team have 
been truly exceptional to work with and are always 
willing to assist when needed, whether needing a 
credit or doing a reorder the team at Terra has been 
very supportive of us at Wegmans. We’re excited to 
continue to order this product and help it succeed 
into the future!

- Ryan Pask, Frederick, Maryland

Terra has been such a wonderful line of jewelry and 
accessories for our store. Fashion, affordable, natural 
and sustainable are just a few characteriscs that atract 
our customers. We love the variety of the products 
and knowing that we are helping to support a commu-

nity adds to the appeal to the product

-Sarah Trinidad, HBC Alberta Drive 82

Success Stories

Terra has unique products that you really can’t find 
in a major department store. They offer great col-
or combinations with their products, which allows 
for customers to accessorize according to seasons 
which some people find really convenient. 

Terra as a company is very adaptable, stores can 
choose from a counter display to a roller on up 
to a full end cap, there really is no limit to what 

they can do.

 -Josh Strain, Manager of Store Operations, Hy-
vee Lincoln #2

I personally love Terra Natural Designs 
so much, I am a costumer as well. It 
has been a great asset to our store. It 
has created extra sales for us, and also 
expanded our variety of natural, hand-
made products.

People are trying to live more sustain-
able lifestyles, and this product line ap-
peals to those type of customers. We 
are selling roughly $200/week with a 
gross profit of 50%! I also have great 
success when I run promotions such as 
25% off the product. I look forward to 
doing business in the future, and am al-
ways excited to see the fun, new prod-
ucts that Terra offers.

Abby Jansen (GMM), Hy-Vee Dubuque 
#2

Terra has a been a great line for us, cos-
tumer enjoy it very much. It sells very well 

for us, we are constantly re-ordering. I 
would recommend any store to try it.

- Beth Cearnal (HMM), Blue Springs Hy-
vee

Success Stories



Cosmetic bags

Inf inity Bracelet

Ipad Casebag

Kogi Earrings

Inf inity Scarf

$11.95 $13.95$7.95

Quinde Bracelet

Animal Spirit Ne.
Ori Necklace

Artisan made using loom made 
patterns. Approx. 7” x 4”.

Sensational combination of Acai 
seeds, coconut disks and bronze 
beads on memory wire.

*All Retail Prices

Handmade leather 7” x 9.5” 
tablet and Ipad Case. Made 
with loom fabric.

Stud earrings. Special tech-
nique that combines Chonta 
wood and Tagua carvings.

Extremely soft, lightweight 
cotton Infinity scarf.

Playful combination of Tagua 
stems and bronze beads on a 
stretch cord. 

Animal Shape Tagua carved 
pendant on braided cotton 
adjustable cord. 16”- 24”. 
Assorted animal shapes like 
owls, elephants, storks, etc. 
Approx. 1”.

Unique hefty combination of 
large Tagua cuts, Tagua but-
tons and coconut. Adjustable 
20’’-22’’.

$14.95

$8.50 $14.95 $14.95

$43.00

Handmade Displays

Included with your order

SEE DISPLAY 
CATALOG

http://terranaturaldesigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Exhibitor-Lookbook.pdf


Mini Boutique - $395 Check Out Boutique - $99 Free Standing - $1,590

Simple Maxi Boutique - $685



End Isle ExhibitorHanging Corner Display



Multiple Boutiques

Seasonal Programs



For general inquiries: 
sales@terranaturaldesigns.com

For private label and special accounts: 
jschele@terranaturaldesigns.com

For press: 
pam@terranaturaldesigns.com

www.terranaturaldesigns.com

Thank you.

Contributing to Sustainability and
Fair Trade since 2008

& 

Supporting women and minorities in the US 
and communities in South America.

Sunrise Necklace

W: $16.95 S.R: $34.00

x2 Tatiana Earrings

W: $6.00 S.R: $9.95

x4Kogi Necklace

W: $21.00 S.R: $43.00

x2 Animal Spirit Ne.

W: $7.95 S.R: $14.95

x2Sunset Necklace

W: $21.00 S.R: $43.00

x2
Nina Necklace

W: $14.95 S.R: $29.95

x2 Sunset Earrings

W: $6.95 S.R: $14.95

x4

Tagua Vine Ear.

W: $7.50 S.R:  15.00
x4

Ipad Case

W: $6.98 S.R: $13.94

x3 Coin Pouch

W: $2.95 S.R: $5.95

x4Cosmetic Bag

W: $3.98 S.R: $7.95

x4 Small Wallet

W: $6.98 S.R: $13.94

x2

Shawl Throw

W: $7.48 S.R:  14.95

x4Aztec Earrings

W: $7.50 S.R: $15.95

x4Sayen Earrings

W: $3.95 S.R: $7.95

x2 Pencil Case

W: $2.48 S.R: $4.95

x3 Small Handbag

W: $9.95 S.R: $19.95

x2Infinity Scarf

W: $5.95 S.R: $11.95

x3Colorado Ear.

W: $5.50 S.R: $12.95

x4

Quinde Bracelet

W: $4.25 S.R: $8.50

x4 Ori Bracelet

W: $8.45 S.R: $16.95

x2 Braided Bracelet

W: $6.48 S.R: $12.95

x2 Mayan Bracelet

W: $7.50 S.R: $16.95

x3 Tagua Rice Brac.

W: $3.95 S.R: $7.95

x3 Sunset Bracelet

W: $9.95 S.R: $19.95

x2Palito Bracelet

W: $12.50 S.R: $24.95

x2

Tagua Chip Brac.

W: $4.48 S.R: $8.95

x4 Manta Bracelet

W: $3.95 S.R: $7.95

x3 Sunrise Bracelet

W: $10.45 S.R: $19.95

x3Rainforest Brac.

W: $4.48 S.R: $8.95

x2Colombiana Bra.

W: $3.45 S.R: $6.95

x4 Double Sayen Br.

W: $6.95 S.R: $14.95

x2Simple Ecu. Bra.

W: $3.45 S.R: $6.95

x3

Full PrePack - $685

Quinde Bracelet

W: $4.25 S.R: $8.50

x3

Cotton Scarf

W: $4.95 S.R: $9.95

x4

Tagua Vine Ear.

W: $7.50 S.R:  $15.00
x4

Aztec Earrings

W: $7.50 S.R: $15.95

x4

Tagua Chip Brac.

W: $4.48 S.R: $8.95

x4

Sunrise Necklace

W: $16.95 S.R: $34.00

x2Sunrise Bracelet

W: $10.45 S.R: $19.95

x3

Tatiana Earrings

W: $6.00 S.R: $9.95

x4

Pencil Case

W: $2.48 S.R: $4.95

x3

Animal Spirit Ne.

W: $7.95 S.R: $14.95

x2

Ori Earrings

W: $4.00 S.R: $7.95

x2

Mayan Bracelet

W: $7.50 S.R: $16.95

x2 Sunset Necklace

W: $21.00 S.R: $43.00

x2

Coin Purse

W: $2.45 S.R: $4.95

x4

Sunset Earrings

W: $6.95 S.R: $14.95

x4

Sunset Bracelet

W: $9.95 S.R: $19.95

x2 Colombiana Bra.

W: $3.45 S.R: $6.95

x4 Double Sayen Br.

W: $6.95 S.R: $14.95

x2

Colorado Ear.

W: $5.50 S.R: $12.95

x4

Fashion PrePack #2 - $395

Quinde Bracelet

W: $4.25 S.R: $8.50

x4

Colorado Ear.

W: $5.50 S.R: $12.95

x2Tatiana Earrings

W: $6.00 S.R: $9.95

x2

Animal Spirit Ne.

W: $7.95 S.R: $14.95

x2 Arte Necklace

W: $18.00 S.R: $36.00

x2
Simple Ecu. Bra.

W: $3.45 S.R: $6.95

x3

Tagua Chip Brac.

W: $4.48 S.R: $8.95

x4

Colorado Ear.

W: $5.50 S.R: $12.95

x2

Tatiana Earrings

W: $6.00 S.R: $9.95

x2

Animal Spirit Ne.

W: $7.95 S.R: $14.95

x2

Flower Necklace

W: $15.00 S.R: $29.95

x2

Simple Ecu. Bra.

W: $3.45 S.R: $6.95

x2

Basic PrePack #1 - $99

Basic PrePack #2 - $99

Relax, we’ll assist you with our Prepacks...


